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The fundamental role of teachers

School= community

Empathy
How?
What teachers need

**Platform**
- Google Classroom
- Edmodo
- Microsoft
- and many others

**Videomeeting**
- Google Meet
- Jitsi
- Zoom
- and many others

**Dashboard**
- Padlet
- Lino
- and many others
COMMUNICATION: use the stream feature as a chatline

Google Classroom

Platform: what to use it for
Platform: to assign schoolwork

**Green fashion Ted talk**

Data pubblicazione: 1 mar

Please watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/timc

time continua e il logo del biglietto da visita

and answer the questions here below

**Ted talk Green fashion**

Google Documenti
To keep record of the homework delivered
Videomeeting for INTERACTION

- Brainstorming
- Class discussion
- Homework check
- Peer review
WHAT CONTENT?

- Adjust the syllabus planned
- Integrate the syllabus with online resources available
- Don’t waste time recording your own video lesson, use online resources if available
- Try to keep students’ interest alive proposing motivating and involving topics
Educational resources available online
Movies as an educational resource

History
Narrative technique
Themes
Characters

American history through movies
Give students an active role through CREATIVITY

Develop creativity through projects (personalised learning)

ICT: from simple PPT to videos

Some tools offer the SHARING feature to work in small groups
FEEDBACK
Keep constant feedback from students

- Ed Puzzle to monitor their watching of videos
- Quizziz
- Google Form
- Kahoot
The big CHALLENGE

To keep students involved

To have everybody connected

The big REWARD

To have an active role in this moment of crisis

To support students

United we stand!